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Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) marks a phase transition in the evolution
of the Internet, distinguished by a massive connectivity and the interaction with
the physical world. The organic evolution of IoT requires the consideration of
three dimensions: scale, organization, and context. These dimensions are particu-
larly relevant in Ultra Large Scale Systems (ULSS), of which Autonomous Vehi-
cles is a prime example. Fog Computing is well positioned to support contextual
awareness and communication, critical for ULSS. The design and orchestration of
ULSS require fresh approaches, new organizing principles. A recent paper proposed
HEB (Hierarchical Emergent Behaviors), an architecture that builds on established
concepts of emergent behaviors and hierarchical decomposition and organization.
HEB’s local rules induce emergent behaviors, i.e., useful behaviors not explicitly
programmed. In this chapter we take a first step to validate HEB concepts through
the study of two basic self-driven car “primitives”: exiting a platoon formation, and
maneuvering in anticipation of obstacles beyond the range of on-board sensors. Fog
nodes provide the critical contextual information required.
1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a phase transition in the evolution of the
Internet, characterized by the massive connectivity of endpoint devices (sensors and
actuators), and, even more significantly, for the active interaction with the physical
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world [1]. “Things” capture contextual information from their environment and act
upon it. Enabling these functionalities poses new requirements to the underlying
infrastructure. Given the highly distributed nature of the “things”, they require real
time capabilities such as processing and storage close to where the data is generated.
It is widely recognized that security is essential for IoT to reach its full potential.
We are at the dawn of IoT, and envision exciting developments. These develop-
ments promise huge benefits altough they also offer major challenges. While sen-
sors and actuators occupy today our attention, IoT will evolve organically and get
transparently involved in most human activities [2]. This organic evolution of IoT
requires the consideration of three dimensions: scale, organization, and contextual
awareness [3].
These dimensions are particularly relevant in Ultra Large Scale Systems (ULSS) [4],
of which Smart Cities [5], and Autonomous Vehicles (terrestrial, aerial, marine, and
submarine) [6] are prime examples. Throughout this Chapter we focus on the latter
to highlight concepts and architectural foundations. Orchestrating and managing a
small set of autonomous vehicles combined with human drivers at modern cities al-
ready brings many problems. When that number scales to the majority of circulating
vehicles those problems will only aggravate. To ensure a proper operation regime
requires handling vast amounts of contextual information for each car to decide its
trajectory avoiding collisions.
The stringent latency requirements associated with autonomous vehicles sug-
gests distributed platforms rather than the Cloud for their management [7]. Fog
Computing [8] has long recognized the value of extending the Cloud to the edge
of the network, bringing networking, compute, and storage resources at different hi-
erarchical levels to respond to the needs of applications and services. Fog addresses
the infrastructure and orchestration issues regarding the computational resources [9]
(i.e. processing, storage, communications) both at the edge and at different levels of
the hierarchy.
A recent paper [10] proposes a fresh approach to design and manage Au-
tonomous Vehicles (AVs) at scale. More specifically, it proposes HEB (Hierarchical
Emergent Behaviors), an architecture that builds on established concepts of emer-
gent behavior and hierarchical decomposition and organization [11]. Useful behav-
iors can emerge from the application of carefully crafted, well understood, and easy
to implement local rules. By leveraging emergent behaviors, HEB brings two major
benefits. The first, obvious one, is the bypassing of the need to develop highly com-
plex algorithms. The second, perhaps less obvious, but more important benefit is
that HEB’s intrinsic flexibility has the ability to handle unanticipated corner cases.
The price to pay for these benefits is the need to develop tools (e.g., simulators) to
test the emergent behaviors.
The paper on “Emergent Behaviors in IoT” [10] outlined an agenda to deal with
ULSS, with emphasis on AVs. This Chapter advances the agenda in several signifi-
cant ways: a) developing the concept of “emergent behavior primitives”, and study-
ing the maneuvers of vehicles exiting a platoon and anticipating to obstacles beyond
sensors range; b) emphasizing the role of Fog Computing as support for HEB com-
munications in general, and facilitating contextual awareness in particular.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 refreshes the main ar-
chitectural foundations of Fog Computing and its advantages. Section 3 revisits and
extends HEB. It emphasizes contextual awareness, and introduces the concept of
“emergent behavioral primitives [12]”, including the synergies between HEB and
Fog Computing. Section 4 is dedicated to the study of simple, but fundamental
primitives: maneuvers by vehicles in a platoon to leave the formation exiting the
highway and to anticipate and react to obstacles beyond the sensors range. We dis-
cuss the promising results, which suggest that the richness and flexibility of the
local rules surpass our expectations. Section 5 closes the chapter with the conclu-
sions. Given that this is the first step after the HEB program was announced, we
devote some space to discuss open questions and lines of research.
2 Fog Computing
Fog Computing is a hierarchically organized architecture of compute, storage, and
communication resources that extends from the Cloud to the edge of the network.
There are a number of applications and services (e.g. streaming) that can take ad-
vantage of Fog. However, from its inception, Fog has been linked to IoT [8, 13].
The true potential of Fog Computing lies in the implementation of a generic
multi-tenant platform supporting a wide range of applications simultaneously [14].
Fog breaks down traditional proprietary silos and enables a generic IoT infrastruc-
ture, as depicted in Figure 1.
Fig. 1 Moving from a silo-based implementation to a generic Fog infrastructure capable of sup-
porting multiple applications simultaneously
2.1 Fog Computing Architecture
A representative architecture of a generic IoT infrastructure is depicted in Figure 2.
At the lower levels are the “things”, sensors and actuators responsible of gathering
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information, and acting on the environment. The next layer is formed by hetero-
geneous Fog nodes, which constitute the aggregation points. The “things” and the
nodes communicate mostly through wireless technologies, since both “things” and
nodes can move. Due to the Fog nodes’ wide geographic deployment and their lo-
cation, they can offer resources in real time by processing the data close to where it
is generated. The Fog nodes form an interconnected hierarchy. In most cases higher
nodes have larger pools of resources at the cost of an increased latency. The Cloud
constitutes the highest layer, offering a large pool of resources at low-cost without
any latency guarantees.
Fig. 2 Illustrative example of a generic Fog-based infrastructure serving multiple IoT applications.
Fog nodes are interconnected forming a hierarchy.
2.2 Fog’s role within ULSS
Having laid out the foundations of the architecture we can explain the role that Fog
nodes can play within ULSS. These systems can exploit the locations of the Fog
nodes and their hierarchical organization to communicate and to become aware of
their context. Thanks to their interconnected architecture, Fog nodes have visibility
over a wider geographical range than the one available to individual “things”. For
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example, in the AVs use case, a Fog node at the bottom of the hierarchy aggregating
data from a set of vehicles has information of a broader area than each individual
vehicle. In contrast, each car manages contextual information on a narrower area
limited by the range of its sensors and its immediate neighbors in the road. In ad-
dition to the broader geographical range, Fog nodes can provide a deeper vision in
time. For example, historical information on the traffic conditions.
This visibility places the nodes as notorious information distribution points, fact
reinforced by its hierarchical organization (the higher the node, the higher its scope).
Then, Fog nodes can transmit information such as the road conditions to optimize
cars’ trajectories in real time.
Following the reverse process, “things” can use the Fog nodes for their own func-
tionalities. “Things” under a Fog node coverage can use the computational resources
of that node to analyze measurements or perform other tasks. When “things” move
out of the range they get disconnected from that node. If another node is available in
the next location, the same process can continue. This technique eliminates the need
of migrating data from one node to the next one because the “thing” itself carries
the necessary information.
3 Hierarchical Emergent Behaviors, a fresh approach for ULSS
ULSS present architects and developers unique challenges not only because of their
massive scale (the number game [4]) but also because of their richness (the diversity
of the possible scenarios). The first paper laid HEB’s architectural foundations, and
its organizational principles. This Chapter offers concrete evidence of HEB’s value
by exploring in depth basic maneuvers of autonomous vehicles.
3.1 HEB architecture
HEB builds up on top of two concepts, namely, emergent behaviors and hierarchical
decomposition. The former concept induces behaviors through a set of local rules
that define interactions between neighboring “things”. The latter organizes complex
systems into different levels, each abstracting the essential functionalities of the
previous one while maintaining its functionalities. The combination of both areas
results in “things” applying lightweight rules that define their interactions with other
“things” and also with their environment, as depicted in Figure 3.
Within each rule there is a set of hyper-parameters, e.g. separation distance. Their
values can be established at configuration time or dynamically. The main outcome
of this technique is the leveraging of the decision process to the “things”themselves.
Rather than attempting to explicitly program all potential scenarios in advance
(daunting task in the huge state space), the system has the capacity to react effec-
tively to unanticipated situations.
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Fig. 3 Representation of the HEB paradigm with two levels. The first level rules apply to level 1
elements (e.g. AVs) inducing a platoon behavior. The second level applies inter-level rules over the
previous level behaviors (e.g. platoons) to enable complex functionalities.
HEB’s potential best manifests itself when the principal actors in the system are
mobile (terrestrial, aerial, marine, and submarine vehicles). Within this class of ap-
plications we focus on terrestrial AVs. Rather than explicitly programming the ve-
hicles, we develop simple, well understood local rules that regulate the interactions
between neighboring vehicles, as well as with the external world.
A set of local rules does not get automatically tagged to a desired behavior. A
careful selection process is required. An expressive, realistic simulation platform,
coupled with carefully designed experiments, is a promising tool to experiment with
rules, their induced behaviors, and the system reaction to unanticipated events.
This new paradigm demands intra and inter-level communications. Rules depend
on those interactions to define the “things” behaviors. Without proper communi-
cations between “things” and the proper set of sensing capabilities of their envi-
ronment, behaviors cannot emerge. In the AVs application, these communication
capabilities include the ability to exchange information with neighboring cars and
roadside units (RSU) and to measure their relative positions and velocities (LIDAR,
cameras). In addition, each vehicle is aware of its own location and velocity (GPS,
accelerometers). The sensors are already available, the communication protocols
(e.g. DSRC [15]) well developed and tested, and given the current state of excite-
ment in the field, the infrastructure will be deployed in the not too distant future.
3.2 HEB, the next phase
The application of the three original rules from Reynolds [16] to a set of autonomous
vehicles results in the formation of a platoon [17] without explicitly program that
behavior. However, these rules do not specify the absolute velocity of the group. Pla-
toon absolute velocity is defined as the absolute average velocity of all the vehicles
forming the platoon. This velocity is a crucial metric in autonomous vehicles and
highly depends on the context, including the quality of the road, weather conditions,
vehicle density, maneuvers, and neighboring platoons among others.
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The above considerations strongly suggest the need to define the policy not only
in terms of local rules. At the end, a policy maps the information state of the system
into an admissible set of decisions. For AV HEB, a policy at any given level of the
hierarchy includes:
• Local rules pertaining to the hierarchical level.
• The set of hyper-parameters associated to those rules. This set not only includes
parameters such as the rules’ weights, separation distance, etc. but also velocity
applied to each level (i.e. first level refers to average speed of the cars, at the
second level is a vector of velocities for each platoon)
• Contextual information. The challenge is to capture in a succinct way the crit-
ical information. This requires analysis and careful experimentation. The issue
is the required degree of granularity. Contextual awareness includes car density,
weather conditions, road conditions, platoon regime, etc.
Architects can define a policy portfolio with well-known emergent behaviors to
implement. Given that contextual information is captured in the policies, the selec-
tion process becomes a simple, even a trivial one. There are only a few admissible
policies for a given informational scenario. Then, the first set of policies to define
are the so called “emergent behaviors primitives”.
3.2.1 HEB primitives
By primitives we understand basic operations required by vehicles within a pla-
toon. Right now we focus on first level behaviors, but the same concept applies to
any level within HEB. Vehicle maneuver without collision or handling autonomous
cars that want to take an exit in a highway constitute primary examples of a primi-
tive [17]. Simple as they sound, this requires consideration of different aspects and
interactions of HEB components:
• Communications between different entities: (i) vehicle to vehicle, (ii) vehicle to
RSU, and (iii) distribution of functionalities within the platoon
• Vehicle announcement of its intent
• Non-intersecting exit trajectories whether one or multiple vehicles leave the pla-
toon
• Emergent behaviors at play: current operating rules, their hyper-parameters, and
new individual behavior (i.e. exiting the platoon) affecting the emergent behavior.
Taking a closer look to these aspects of the maneuver without collision, we
observe the effect of the emergent behaviors through the separation rule between
“things” and obstacles. In this case, a single rule provides us the primitive objective
if the proper sensing capabilities are satisfied in each moving vehicle.
The exiting highway maneuver requires more considerations. Although each ve-
hicle does not know the number of vehicles in the platoon nor has membership
awareness, it may notify to its neighboring cars its exit. There is a fundamental
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reason for this notification: to avoid an undesired behavior with the entire platoon
unconsciously following the exiting vehicle/s.
Communications constitute a key element to ensure a satisfactory maneuver. Ef-
ficient exiting strategies necessarily rely on contextual information. It is useful to
distinguish between permanent information (coordinates of the exit, proximity to
other exits, etc.) from real time information (state of the road, congestion level at
the exit, weather conditions, speed of the platoon, vehicular density).
Fog Computing is of great help, from the compute and storage capabilities of
the RSU at the edge, to the exchange of real-time information along the RSUs. Fog
nodes then become the RSUs in the roads providing their capabilities to the vehicles
while building applications on top of their contextual information (i.e. smart guid-
ance systems). Another alternative could be to use the same vehicles to detect and
classify the lanes [18].
Last but not least, the use of non-intersecting trajectories in the 3-dimensional
space are a must. In traditional solutions with explicitly programmed behaviors, a
central orchestrator determines each vehicle’s trajectory and makes sure no colli-
sion happens. Instead, HEB defines a rule to prevent collisions and gives freedom
of choice to the vehicles to decide the best trajectory based on their contextual in-
formation. Figure 4 depicts these differences between the two methodologies. In
opposition to preset trajectories, HEB approach creates local rules that lead to be-
haviors emerging in the form of trajectories.
Fig. 4 Left figure shows an specific trajectory that a vehicle must closely follow. Instead, the right
figure shows the freedom HEB leverages to the vehicles to decide their trajectory. Vehicles are
capable of taking best decisions since they have all the contextual information.
4 Two Autonomous Vehicles Primitives Case Study
AVs constitute one of the clearest HEB applications. The mobility of the vehicles,
the constantly changing situations (i.e. road conditions, weather, traffic conditions),
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and the number of cars provide a rich set of interactions from which behaviors
emerge.
The universe of AV maneuvers is the composition of a vast set of “primitives”.
We approach the validation of the HEB architecture by creating and examining in
detail a rich “library” of primitives. Each primitive is defined by a goal, and it is
self-contained in that it has the ability to reach said goal. We envision the creation
of complex scenarios by concatenating primitives. More precisely, we will consider
richer goals that are the composition of simpler goals, and achieve them by concate-
nating primitives. This Section, which is the first step in this direction, focuses on
two primitives that rely on Fog nodes deployed as RSUs.
While a primitive is defined by a goal, its full characterization necessitates the
specification of the rules that facilitate the achievement of the goal.
4.1 Methodology
We chose the Processing simulator [19] to perform our analysis of emergent au-
tonomous vehicles. We take as base the set of rules and the environment from the
original HEB article where each vehicle determines its trajectory based on four rules
that guide its local interactions (R1 Alignment, R2 Separation, R3 Cohesion, and R4
Destination).
In this first validation effort we limit our attention to first level primitives, that
is, primitives that relate to the formation and lifetime of a platoon, and disable the
second level rules, which pertain to the interactions between platoons.
Triangles represent the vehicles. Obstacles define the shape the highway with a
sideway where the primitives are tested, shown as black dots in the canvas.
4.2 Emergent Autonomous Vehicle Primitives
The two primitives under evaluation are the exiting maneuver in a highway and an-
ticipating and reacting to obstacles beyond the sensors range. There are many ways
of implementing a primitive. In the following Sections we perform a preliminary
analysis and present tentative solutions that satisfy the objectives of these two prim-
itives.
4.2.1 Exiting maneuver
In this primitive one or more vehicles in a platoon decide to leave the platoon and
exit the highway. We consider the primitive is accomplished satisfactorily if the
vehicles exit without collisions or hazardous maneuvers and the rest of the platoon
continues the journey unperturbed [20]. Exiting brings forth the interplay between
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emergent behavior, classical trajectory design methodologies, and inter/intra layer
communications:
• Communications: they were explained before in detail, mainly focused on V2V
and V2I [21] enhanced with each vehicle’s sensing capabilities.
• Emergent behaviors: Platoon behavior (induced through the three original Reynold’s
rules) and moving objects start roughly at the same speed along the road. As the
exiting maneuver proceeds, the velocity vector of the moving object changes in
direction and magnitude, but not in a brusque way.
• Trajectory design: Vehicles in the platoon as well as exiting vehicles are inter-
acting but autonomous decision makers, in that they sense the environment and
react accordingly. The strategy of fixing exiting trajectories and relying on the
collision avoidance ability of vehicles in the platoon seems sound and straightfor-
ward. This strategy regards only the platoon vehicles as interacting autonomous
decision makers, as depicted in Figure 4.
Among the possible implementations of the exiting primitive we analyze three
possibilities of different complexity and observe their impact on the behaviors of
interest. The first implementation starts with vehicles notifying their intent to leave
the platoon. Since there is no central control of the platoon or membership aware-
ness each vehicle needs to handle the notification to its surrounding vehicles. An
intuitive way of notifying its intention is to change the vehicle’s role within the pla-
toon. Instead of being perceived as a vehicle, and therefore subjected to the three
platoon rules (R1, R2, and R3), perception changes to that of a moving obstacle. In
this case, the rest of the vehicles within the platoon avoid it by simply following
the non-collision rule (R2). This technique results in exiting vehicles creating a vir-
tual path within the platoon till they make their exit. The vehicle’s new role allows
it to leave the platoon and take the desired exit without compromising the platoon
behavior for the remaining vehicles.
The challenge is to effect that change of role (from a vehicle in the platoon to
moving object) without affecting the local rules or resorting to a central orchestra-
tor. Visualize the scenario in which a platoon of vehicles moves along a highway as
depicted in Figure 5. A RSU notifies the platoon of the existence of an exit ahead.
The RSU is actually a Fog node, part of a full Fog hierarchy deployed along the
highway. The Fog node keeps contextual information, including obstacles in the
road ahead, congestion levels, weather conditions in the area, etc. as part of the rich
information exchanged with other Fog nodes, both at the same and higher hierarchi-
cal levels. Hence, the Fog can extends a vehicle “vision” beyond the capabilities of
the on-board sensors.
A vehicle decides to take the forthcoming exit, and broadcasts its neighbors the
change of its role, from a peer in the platoon, to mobile obstacle. It does so through
the V2V communication channel (e.g., DSRC). From that moment on, that vehicle
is perceived as an obstacle by any vehicle happens to be in its neighborhood. As the
exiting vehicle maneuvers, its neighborhood changes, but as the notification of its
role keeps active, the new neighbors keep away from it. Hence, the exiting vehicle
carves a wormhole through the platoon that leads to the exit.
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Fig. 5 Scenario to evaluate the exiting maneuver. It consists of a highway with an exit. The au-
tonomous vehicles can either exit or continue in the highway based on their final destination. The
RSU deployed as a Fog node assists with the contextual information.
The same methodology applies when more than one vehicle wants to take the
exit. In this case, each exiting vehicle acts individually and it is not coordinated
with the other exiting entities. We exploit the power of the rules and their flexibility.
Since each vehicle avoids obstacles (R2), there will be no collision among vehicles
whether they are part of the platoon or they are leaving. There is no need to imple-
ment costly orchestration mechanisms to anticipate all possible situations in micro
detail, we just give basic rules and let the vehicles decide what is best for them. The
result is a set of vehicles “leaving” the platoon and taking the exit, while the rest of
the platoon moves along the highway to its destination.
The second implementation uses on a more direct approach based on the rules
and their hyper-parameters. This solution does not require extra communications
(i.e. notifications) to achieve the primitive’s objective. When the RSU announces
the exit that one or more vehicles want to take, the exiting vehicles modify their
destination target in R4 and simultaneously modify the weight associated to that
rule. Recall that weights define priorities among the rules that determine the local
behavior. The separation rule (R2) still keeps the highest priority to ensure no colli-
sion happens but the destination rule dominates (R4) over the rest (R1 and R3).
While this approach also produces the desired result (vehicles exiting the high-
way without collisions), we observe differences in the behaviors, which may affect
the time it takes to exit the highway. Giving priority to the destination rule over the
traditional platoon rules ensures that the vehicles take the exit instead of continu-
ing as part of the platoon. Similar groupings based on destination were analyzed
by Hall et al. [22]. What changes with respect to the previous case is how the local
rules apply. While the previous technique is based on vehicle to object interactions,
the second one relies on rules between vehicles.
We experimented with a third approach, which is in fact a particular case of the
previous one: exiting vehicles modify their destination targets, but they do not alter
the weight of the rule. The fact that this approach meets the goals of the exiting
primitive highlights the surprising expressiveness of the local rules. Adding a target
destination rule (R4) we can induce many useful behaviors. Besides the obvious be-
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havior of reaching a destination, vehicles with different targets can form a common
platoon and later one split to reach both destinations.
Figure 6 depicts a temporal representation of the exiting maneuver implement-
ing the third technique (the results from the previous two are the same except the
aforementioned differences). The left figure shows the platoon at the beginning of
the highway just before crossing the RSU that communicates the forthcoming exit.
The center figure shows some vehicles “leaving” the platoon. Finally, the right figure
shows the small platoon of exiting vehicles as well as the platoon of remaining vehi-
cles in the highway. Simulation details not in the figure show exiting cars moving to
the edge of the platoon, positioning themselves for a smooth exit, without vehicles
crossing their paths. This behavior, not explicitly programmed, emerged naturally
from the local rules. It is actually the result of some rules dominating others (in this
case R4).
Fig. 6 Sequential representation (from left to right) of a platoon executing the exiting primitive
assisted by the RSU.
The policy emerging with the third technique has considerable degrees of free-
dom. Consider for instance the rare case in which an exiting vehicle finds the exit
suddenly blocked by vehicles ahead. The vehicle cannot force its way out because
it is not acting as a mobile obstacle, but rather as a peer of the other vehicles. The
car can head back, and rejoin the platoon. Note that this would not be the case with
the previous techniques, because they are more aggressive.
Another remarkable case happens if the platoon does not have a specified target
destination at the end side of the highway. In this scenario, when the exiting vehicle
executes its maneuver, the rest of the platoon can follow it. This behavior is not
problematic though because each vehicle always have a target destination.
A simple set of four rules provides a wide range of useful behaviors that are very
robust. In addition these lightweight rules demonstrate an incredible flexibility and
simplicity. Fog nodes contribute to handle the contextual information. In this case
it only transmits the target destination that will make the vehicles take the proper
sideway. We have seen three different ways of implementing this primitive but there
are more options that can be part of the policy portfolio (rules, hyper-parameters,
contextual information) and can be reused for other applications, reducing the de-
ployment time.
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4.2.2 Anticipating and reacting to obstacles beyond the sensors range
In this primitive a vehicle or a set of them is circulating in a highway and there is
an obstacle beyond the onboard sensors range. The main objective is to anticipate
its detection and react accordingly to overcome it without compromising the safety
of the driving. Overcoming obstacles brings forth the same areas as the exiting ma-
neuver with the difference that this primitive directly targets the hyper-parameters
within the emergent behavior rules.
This scenario is slightly different from the previous ones. We have a platoon
moving along a highway as depicted in Figure 7. Along the road there are a set of
RSUs that gather information about the road conditions, weather, and traffic among
others. In summary, these Fog nodes manage contextual information related to the
highway. These nodes are organized hierarchically to capture the information of
a wider area. Figure 7 also depicts the virtual architecture they conform with two
different levels. The first level is formed by the RSUs closer to the highway, the
nodes that physically deal with the vehicles. On the second level there is a single
RSU that aggregates the information from the previous level. This level 2 node has
a wider scope but its granularity is coarser.
Fig. 7 Scenario to anticipate and react to obstacles beyond the sensors range. It consists of a
highway with a three RSUs organized hierarchically. The right side of the Figure details this ar-
chitecture with two nodes at the bottom that directly communicate with the “things”, and a higher
node to aggregate all the data. The cross represents a temporal blockade in the road.
This hierarchical RSU configuration provides information to the vehicles that
traverse the boundaries of locality. While vehicles only sense its closest surround-
ings, RSUs have a larger scope and can transmit that information to the vehicles. In
this situation, vehicles can prepare for the upcoming obstacle or other events. The
procedure is as follows: RSUB senses the blockade and besides notifying it to the
vehicles within its range, it sends this information to the higher layer node, RSUC.
Then, this node can transmit the information to the other lower level RSUs to take
proper actions. In this scenario, RSUC sends the notification to RSUA that is the node
at the left. Now, RSUA has the information on the road status ahead and can notify
it to the nearby platoon.
To optimize the reaction of the platoon to the blockade, RSUA acts upon the
hyper-parameters modifying the separation distance between the vehicles and also
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their speed. This action influences the emergent behavior in real time. We need to
be careful not to augment this distance over the sensing capabilities of each vehicle,
fact that will preclude the formation of the platoon. On the other hand, too small
a value could result in collisions. Other factors such as the number of lanes in the
road also place constraints over this hyper-parameter. In this analysis we keep this
distance between acceptable boundaries that do not compromise the behavior. Re-
ducing the distance we induce a compact platoon that can overcome the obstacle
easily. To induce proper trajectories, RSUA establishes a destination point through
R4 to overcome the blockade smoothly. We are influencing the behaviors through its
rules with the final objective of reducing the reaction time.
Figure 8 presents a temporal sequence on how the cars execute this primitive.
The left figure presents the initial position of the platoon moving the highway in
normal operation regime mode. The center figure shows the modified behavior after
RSUA has modified the separation hyper-parameter, the speed, and the destination
target of the platoon. As you can observe, the platoon now is more compact and the
vehicles move closer between them. The right figure shows the platoon overcoming
the blockade previously notified to it. Finally, once the platoon totally surpassed the
blockade RSUB reestablishes the original separation distance, speed, and triggers the
original target destination.
Fig. 8 Sequential representation (from left to right) of a platoon executing an anticipated reaction
to obstacles beyond the sensors range
The advantages of such a primitive includes a reduction of the time to overcome
situations such as partial road blockades and to show how behaviors can be influ-
enced by the contextual information. In this specific situation we achieve it through
a hierarchy of RSUs although there are other solutions. The reaction time reduction
comes from how vehicles face the blockade beyond their sensors range. If they are
not prepared, a part of the platoon uses the blocked lanes in front of them. Once
they sense that obstacle they will change their trajectory to avoid it, but they may
have to wait till the vehicles on the clear lanes pass through it. The other possibility
is even slower, when both vehicles intersect and the absolute velocity drastically
diminishes. Instead, if the platoon is more compact and there are fewer cars on the
blocked lanes the reaction time is smaller.
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4.2.3 Concatenation of primitives to express complex behaviors
Judiciously chosen local rules, though simple to understand and implement, have
the amazing capability of inducing behaviors not explicitly enunciated. Local rules
are also flexible and expressive, enabling the creation of primitives through minor
tweaking and additions, as shown in the previous Section. We observe that the ex-
iting maneuver and obstacle anticipation primitives presented are built on top of a
proto-primitive, the platoon formation. This observation suggests that complex be-
haviors can be achieved by chaining primitives.
Here is an outline of the envisioned methodology, to be developed in detail:
• Create a library of primitives.
• Concatenate primitives to design complex behaviors.
• Test the results through extensive simulations using realistic simulation tools.
The fairly extensive literature on self-driving vehicles that follow prescriptive de-
signs [23] methodology can be leveraged in two ways: a) it suggests a list of prim-
itives and complex behaviors to consider; b) the use cases can be used as baselines
to compare with the HEB methodology.
5 Conclusions
In this Chapter we validated the HEB concepts introduced in [10] with two specific
use cases in the AVs domain. We advanced further the HEB approach by introducing
the concept of “primitives”, and their concatenation.
The use cases discussed highlight the role of Fog Computing in supporting the
vehicle to RSU communication, as well and providing essential contextual informa-
tion that extends beyond the immediate neighborhood. This Chapter contributions
illuminate the fact that HEB remains in a nascent stage, and that rich lines of re-
search remain open:
• The primitive led design concept reinforces the need of work on rich, realistic
simulators, able to incorporate real world scenarios and data.
• The concatenation of primitives deserves attention, both at a rigorous develop-
ment of the methodology, and the practical building of a portfolio of complex
behaviors.
• Machine learning promises to play a major role in the tuning of the hyper-
parameters at the core of the local rules.
• The domain of autonomous vehicles extends well beyond terrestrial vehicle.
Aerial, marine, and submarine autonomous vehicles own idiosyncrasies are
worth exploring with the HEB approach.
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